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company officials said they are planning to make their first commercial flight to europe in the coming weeks. the company, which plans to send the first tourist plane to paris, will serve food and drinks and offer scenic views of the city. passengers will also be able to make purchases from
shops in the city center. the effort, officials said, is intended to attract new travelers to london. “its really about showcasing london as a top tourist destination. there is no city in the world that has more to offer as a tourist destination than london,” said richard branson, the chief executive
of virgin atlantic. a recent survey by expedia.com shows that the prices of major holidays in the u.s. have actually increased since the recession began, while the proportion of vacationers who book directly with hotels and airlines has increased. so it's not about apple using weaker phones
for consumers -- it's about making the user experience better and the ecosystem experience more relevant for the user. we're ending support for the low-end iphone 6 and iphone 6s because consumers are already using faster, larger, newer phones to enjoy facetime on those devices. this

is not to imply that such older models as the iphone 5 are already outdated. they are still performing great under apple's latest software, and there is a lot to like about the 5s's camera, which was already among the best in the business. but the simple fact is that a device has grown
obsolete, and is not worth keeping in your pocket. there are other ways to get the facetime experience, without having to deal with having to keep an iphone 5 or 6 in your pocket.
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windows 10 will have a greater focus on features such as continuum, a feature which allows your mobile device to extend your desktop experience, and windows hello, a feature which allows you to use your face to log in to your pc. an official statement issued to kotaku confirms this, and
everything else weve reported up until this point. major changes will be coming to the app store and itunes. the app store will be more in line with google play and microsofts store. instead of a vast wall of apps and fewer developers, we plan to offer a far narrower selection of high quality
apps, with less than a fraction of what is available today. our goal is to find the best, most innovative apps available that are designed for the iphone and ipad - and that are priced at or below $4. but more than anything else, the low weight and excellent water repellency made this coat
stand out. and unlike many of the other coats, this is one of the few brands that made us feel comfortable wearing the jacket even though it didnt keep our upper arms completely dry. even a long drive in the car didnt cause a soggy mess or any uncomfortable splashing. one coat to rule
them all: rain or shine, this is the best raincoat we tried for folks looking for a no-fuss, light and comfortable rainwear. the coat is simple, but the insulation is first-rate. we also liked the fact that the jacket has a standard-size collar, so it pairs well with a wide range of shirts and vests. our
go-to raincoat is pile by patagonia, a waterproof (rated at 5-minute downpour) and windproof (for up to 20mph winds) jacket that weighs 2 pounds. if youre looking for a lighter raincoat, try the 2.8-pound jacket my first rain shell by columbia or the 2.5-pound scarpa quick cap insulated

jacket. or, for some extra protection and warmth, swap out the raincoat for one of our picks for the best waterproof jackets, waterproof pants, and waterproof boots. 5ec8ef588b
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